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The France SailGP Team is partnering with Energy Observer Foundation to work
together to showcase French innovation and new thinking for a better planet. Energy
Observer Foundation will be the teams Race for the Future partner helping the sports
pinnacle league accelerate the transition to clean energy and work to explore
practical clean energy solutions while raising awareness through the global platform
about the challenges of ecological transition geared around clean energy. This is a
central part of the global league’s ambitions purpose agenda to race for a better
future and champion a world powered by nature.
The Energy Observer Foundation as "Race for the Future" partner of the French team
The latest generation annual, global championship, SailGP is the ﬁrst climate positive sports and entertainment property and uses its
platform for good. New for Season 2, each of the eight national teams will collaborate with a Race for the Future partner to develop
concrete actions for social and environmental impact.
The French team has opted to work alongside Energy Observer Foundation, which is an organisation that explores and develops
solutions that prove that another future for energy is possible, an optimistic future, which is more respectful of the planet and the
people who live here. “Among the numerous projects and associations linked to the protection of the environment, the Energy Observer
Foundation was most in sync with the objectives of “Race for the Future”, a factor reinforced by the obvious links with the sailing
environment,” explains Thibault Laudren, Head of Operations for the France SailGP Team.
“The Energy Observer team is familiar with the environment in which our race boats navigate", adds Thibault Laudren , "so they
understand our constraints and the challenges faced by our events. From an operational standpoint, it’s a real bonus to be able to
quickly take practical steps and accelerate the transition of our own championship. We also have networks, which are both connected
and complementary, that we’re keen to engage through this partnership with a view to building new collaborations around these energy
transition challenges. Energy Observer has also been appointed primary French ambassador for the Sustainable Development Goals set
by the United Nations, the same goals, which are an integral part of SailGP’s strategy and a theme around which we’re keen to raise
awareness among our fans and our audience.”

© SailGP
A win-win partnership
The technologies developed by Energy Observer, such as hydrogen generators or marinized fuel cells, are intriguing areas of
development for the SailGP League in its goal to have all events 100% powered by clean energy by 2025. According to Thibault Laudren,
“These are technologies we could imagine using within the league in the near future for such things as supplying the SailGP technical

base with electricity, or powering the electric motors on the ribs required by the teams or the race organisation ”.
For Energy Observer, which has a strong presence and is widely renowned in France, this new partnership with the French team is a
unique opportunity to access the SailGP league, which is synonymous with the latest generation sailing at the cutting-edge of
technology. Indeed, broadcast across nearly 150 regions the world over, the SailGP events serve as a remarkable international
showcase.
“We’re very happy to be sharing our adventure with the France SailGP Team ”, said Victorien Erussard. “We’re convinced that our Energy
Observer technologies can be useful to the development of innovative solutions and hence assist them with satisfying the goals set in
terms of clean energies. As far as we’re concerned, SailGP is a great global showcase for helping us to grow beyond France’s borders
and reach a wider audience, which is sensitive to mechanical sports and new technologies.”

SailGP: a global platform for accelerating the transition towards clean energies and defend a better world propelled by nature

Present at the France Sail Grand Prix in Saint-Tropez on 11 and 12 September, Energy Observer’s travelling exhibition will serve to raise
awareness among the public audience and all the protagonists from the global league about the need to build a cleaner future. Visitors
will have the chance to discover the innovative solutions for energy production developed by Energy Observer, together with the
initiatives which are changing the world and have been explored in some depth over the past seven years thanks to the expeditions
undertaken by the first vessel to be powered by clean energies and hydrogen, a genuine laboratory for ecological transition.
" SailGP’s Race for the Future purpose-driven platform is just as important as competitive performance this year", adds Billy Besson,
helm of the French F50. " We have an ambitious sustainability plans with a series of precise goals to be met by 2025, - using 100% clean
energies on-shore and on-water at our events, Energy Observer stood out as a great ﬁt partner for us and the league through its ability
to offer up some highly practical solutions in terms of the production of clean energies. The aim now will be to ﬁnd more solutions
applicable for SailGP so as to accelerate the transition to clean energy. This partnership will play a critical part and we are all looking
forward to seeing where it will take us this year,” he concludes
More information about the Race for the Future program here.

About SailGP
SailGP races for a better future, championing a world powered by nature. The sport’s pinnacle league, SailGP features national teams
battling in short, intense races at iconic stadium-style venues across the globe, building to the grand ﬁnal – and sailing’s top prize of
US$1 million. The high-tech, high-speed action features sailing’s best athletes racing in identical supercharged F50 catamarans, ﬂying at
electrifying speeds exceeding 60 mph/100 kph. Visit SailGP.com for more information.
About Energy Observer
The Energy Observer project was born in 2013 from the commitment of Victorien Erussard, merchant navy oﬃcer and offshore racer.
Aware of the emergency of committing to the planet, he has gathered around him a team of complementary proﬁles: sailors, scientists,
engineers and reporters, to create the first autonomous vessel capable of drawing its energy from nature while preserving it.
Four years later, the dream ﬁnally became true when the Energy Observer vessel was launched for the ﬁrst time. Developed from a
legendary racing catamaran, Energy Observer is a laboratory for the ecological transition, created to push back the limits of zeroemissions technologies. Hydrogen, solar, hydraulic… All the solutions are experimented, tested and optimized on board, to make clean
energies a concrete and widely accessible reality. Criss-crossing the oceans to meet those who have been inventing sustainable
solutions for the planet, Energy Observer has become a movement, an around-the-world Odyssey in which every stopover is the
opportunity to learn, to understand, and to share the energies with one another.
Energy Observer has received the High patronage of Mr Emmanuel Macron, President of the French Republic. As First French
Ambassador of the UNs’ Sustainable Development Goals, she has received the oﬃcial support of the Ministry for the Ecological
Transition, the UNESCO, the EU, the Irena and the Ademe.

